
Safe Zone
DO NOT place ANY important

text/images beyond this
dotted line. Anything past the 

dotted line has the potential for 
being trimmed. This line is provided 

to prevent trimming of your text/images.

Trim Line
This is the actual cutline of

your final design.

Bleed Zone
Extend any game artwork/color to the

edge (covering the gray) if you want your
design to extend to the edge on the final

print. We require a bleed of 1/8”. Please use the
 Safe Zone guide line to prevent trimming of
 essential text/images. The bleed is to make 

sure your design/color extends to the edge of the box.

PLEASE NOTE:
Remove this layer before sending

the file to print. This layer is 
provided as a guide for set up. 

DELETE AFTER USE.

Become the “American Dream on Wheels” as a 
Food Truck Titan in this zesty follow-up to Truck 
Off: The Food Truck Frenzy.  The Roll and Write 
plays 1-99 players for the ultimate food truck 
dice rolling competition.

Your route, timing, and game plan will be critical 
to maximize your profits and your opponents will 
try to spoil your sales.

KEY FEATURES:
* Dual-sided game pad 
with unique map
on each side.

* Includes custom set
of polyhedral dice. 
(D4, D6, D8, D10,
      D12, D20)

* Standalone game
with familiar feel to 
original Truck Off.

* Unlock bonuses from
efficient game-play.
           

@adamsapplegames

facebook.com/adamsapplegames

MSRP: $20.00 
Stock Number: ASS1211
Date Available: Q1 2020
Weight: 16 oz
Box Dims: 6.13” x 9.13” x 1.63”
Case Count: 6
Country of Origin: China
  
Double Exposure 
Envoy Member       

1 - 99 PLAYERS

25 MINUTES

14+ AGES

Bonus Menu — Unlock a 
with 3 marks in a row or column.

START

FINISH

Draw a gas station

$5

Draw a x2 on a venue

Promote a venue

Draw a bridge +1 to your movement

Reroll up to two dice

Move your truck

G

x2

and announce it to all players. Mark two circles above its column. 
All other players mark one circle above its column.
(Add Promotion Marks times # of visits to your final score for each venue.)

G

x2

+1

2

for the rest of game.

for the rest of game.

G 2+1

on the map.

on the map.  +3 movement 
when you move through it.

on the map.  Record x2 sales 
when present.

to a new start location.  
(optional)

x2

Name Your Food Truck

Rules also available at adamsapplegames.com/truckoff/raw

VENUE PROMOTIONS

VENUE
PROMOS

FINAL
SCORE

$5 $5
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Life in the Fast Food Ln. 

Corkscrew Avenue  
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Nom Nom Ave.

Rocky Rd.
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Ryan Lambert and Adam Rehberg

SIDE A

At A Glance:


